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Our recent investigations aim to construct such a variant 
of semi»2iicro6copic theory of atomic nucleus which could Ъе а 
basis for a detailed description of the low-lying states. It 
should give a general structure of wave functions for the states 
of intermediate and high excitation energies. On the basie of 
this structure aome"averaged" description of these states has 
been developed in the language of different strength functions. 
In ref. it is shown that we have all grounds to work out a 
unified description of low-lying, intermediate, and highly exci
ted states of atomic nuclei. 

In the present talk we give s part of the results obtained 
in the framework of the above mentioned programme concerning the 
fragmentation of single-particle etatee over many nuclear levels 
and concerning the calculation of neutron strength functions. 

2. In the study of the structure of state? of intermediate 
and high excitation energy in atomic nuclei of much importance 
is the singlo-particle fragmentation, that is the distribution 
of the single particle strength over many nuclear levels. In the 

/2/ 
independent-particle and quasiparticle models the single-par
ticle strength is concentrated on a single level. In the extre
me statistical model it is chaotically distributed over all nuc
lear levels. In the earlier period of the study of resonance 
nuclear reactions and the construction of neutron strength func-
tions Lane, Thomas and Wigner'-^ introduced a model of intermediate 
coupling for describing fragmentation. Since that 'kime the frag-
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mentation and neutron strength functions are represented in the 
Breit-Wigner form . Phenomenological description of neutron 
strength functions in tha framework of optical model has serious 
difficulties, for instance, due to absence of coupling with the 
quasiparticle and phonon branches of nuclear excitation. It does 
not describe the dependence of strength functions on the exci
tation energy and gives no accurate values of their minima. 

To describe fragmentation, in refs. ' the mechanism of 
interaction of quasiparticles with phonons was suggested. The 
quasiperticle-phonon interaction is very important in the calcu
lation of the energy and of the structure of low-lying non-rota-

/1 7 Я/ 
tional states of atomic nuclei (see refs. ' ' ). The idea of 
the model based on the account of the quaaipartiole- phonon in-

proxi-
/11/ 

teraction was formulated in ref. , and in ref. an approxi
mate method of solving its equations was developed. In ref. 
.• was formulated a variant of the model which was applied to 

apherical nuclei. 
With increasing excitation energy the density of levels in

creases and their structure becomes complicated. The coupling of 
intrinsic and collective motions described as the quasiparticle-
phoncn interaction is, to a considerable extent, responsible for 
th° complicating state structure with increasing excitation energy. 
Qualitatively general picture of the complicating state structure 
and the regularities of fragmentation of single—particle and ma
ny-particle states were discussed in refв. ' . 

The calculations of the single-partiole state fragmentation 
are performed in the framework of the suggested model. It has a. 
number of advantages making it applicable for describing thu 
structure of highly excited states in complex nuclei. In the во-



del the phonon and quasiparticle excitations are treated in a 
common vfay. The two-quasiparticle operators are presented in the 
form of phonon operators of the multipolarity ,\ in that limit
ing case when the root of the secular equation tends to the cor
responding pole. The phonons of the multipole and spin-multipole 
type are introduced and a large number of phonons of each type 
ia considered. For instance in ref. the phonons of 15 multi-
polarities and 10-70 roots for the corresponding secular equa
tions for each multipolarity have been used. The low-lying col
lective quadrupole and octupole phonons and many weak-collective 
phonons are considered, ae well as the high-lying phonons of the 
giant resonances type. The configurations.! space of the model is 
lurge, and the wave functions of highly-excited states have mil
lions of different components.. Thus, in the framework of the mo
del the state complexity usually treated as a compound state, 
may be reflected. The calculations of the state density 4 / evi
dence the completeness of the configuraticmal space. 

An important feature ia that in the raod^l there are no free 
parameters. The parameters of the Saxon-Woods potential describing 
an average field of nucleus, the superconducting pairing cor
relation constants and the nultlpole-multipclp interaction cons
tants were fixed earlier in describing the low-lying states.The 
interaction constants connected with the giant resonances aie de
termined when calculating ';he energies of these resonances. To 
obtain numerical results, presented in this talk, we have uaed 
the Saxon-Woods potential parameters and the interaction cons
tant» fro» refe^ 7' 8' 1 5 7. 

3. To describe fra,gm«ntati'.on of single-particle states we 
use the the equations of i.he model relating to odd-A nuclei. 
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In геГ. it was shown that in order to obtain, in general, 
the fragmentation of single-particle states one can use a simp
lified variant of the model when the wave function has one-qua»-
aiparticle and quasiparticle plus phonon terms . Kven in this 
C3GO one has to find several hundreds of solutions of the соггев 
ponding uecular equations in order to obtain the strength dis
tribution of single-particle atates over the levels of odd-mass 
deformed nucleus. 

The basic features of the fragmentation of the single-par-
tide states in deformed nuclei were clarified in ref.' . The 
calculations were performed for Lt' and c-Z . We studied the strength distribution as a function of the position of the single-
rfrt'Cle level with respect to the Fermi level and the shape of 
t....f- distribution. 

To illustrate genera] features of the fragmentation, the 
:кз1о;,гап (fig.1) exhibits the strength distribution of the 752 + 
and 501 + single-particle atates in a . The quantities ( Cj ) , 
oefiTiir.,- the contribution of one-quasl. particle component to the 
normalization condition of the corresponding wave function, are 
represented as a sum over the states _n Ihe energy interval 
Л'-" =0,4 MeV, These are denoted as ( C.-J =2L4E((-,'/ and are gi

ven in percents. On f.he abscissa axis common fcr both the states 
are the excitation energies recicor.ed from the ground state energy 
which for .1 la '/b , =0,4 MeV. The compact representation 
of the data has given no possibility of following firmly the scale 
for some vaiues which are marked by numbers above them. The fi
gure gives the quE.jlpsrticle energies B(/>J and the total contri
bution of the ( C, )"values up to the energy 5.6 MeV. 
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The 752 * and 501t single-particle states lie lower th-j Per-
::i surface energy- by 1,34 and 2,53 MeV. Their strength is distri
buted in a wide energy interval and the distribution function 
has a complex form. The examples of fragmentation of several 

; >• > •* •] , /''3/ 

single-particle states in Л- and ir<- are given in . 
According to ^ the strength distribution for the single-par
ticle 3tates in deformed nuclei displays the following particu
lar features: 

i) at high excitation energies, in addition to the first 
.nay.:ivuc., there appears a second one, 

-i i ) the distribution function is nonsymmetric with respect 
•:••• its largest value due to its slower fall in favour of high 
h •••ГГК.'З, 

iii) the shape of the distribution function is mainly de
fied by tile position of the single-particle level with respect 
cc the ?ermi surface, it depends on the wave function of the 
3in^le-particle Btate, 

iv) the strength distribution has a long tail which, even 
for the single-particle states lying near the Fermi surface, ex
pands essentially farther than the neutron binding energy. 

It should be noted thRt in our calculations of fragmentation 
-here is a strong strength fluctuation from one energy interval 
to another and, especially, from level to level. Strong fluctua
tions are, to a large extent, due, firstly, to the use of the 
one-phonon approximation and, secondly, to the roughness of the 
node! in the present formulation wich disregards some collective 
excitation branches. 
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4. To obtain the strength distribution of the single-particle 
state one has to calculate the energies and the wave functions 
of a large number of statea and then summarize the quantities 

2 
( C,i ) in the fixed energy interval. For instance when construct
ing the histogram (fig.1) for the 752-f state in :- , it was 
found 755 solutions of the secular equation. The components cf 
the wave function were calculated for each solution and the 
quantities ( •••I' 5 were determined from the wave function norma
lization condition. As a result, a very small part of information 
is use-i. 

There are methods of direct calculation of average charac
teristics without a detailed calculation of each state. Tope-
tner with Malov we have made use of one of them and constructed 
the function 

where according, to we tatce 

h -h\ = -----
** vri^y-r У^У 

Л _ (2) 

v.'here Л represents the energy interval around ,\ over which 
the averages are takenj A is the free parameter. The secular 
equation for defining t.:e energies can be written in the form 

PC?.) = о . о: 
-ь НЧ) (Цо/ — — 1 and then (1) can be written as follows: 

'^)*f«-A>. "' 
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The expression (4) may be written as a contour integrai with the 
contour which has as poles the roots of equation (3)- We раев 
to integrals encircling two poles ^~ ~ /•' * t ̂.ч and calculate 
them. As a result we obtain: 

>, - r ' : J . - , - ; , , - ; - «> 

i.e. ,the function д ( >. .. is represented in the Bre i. t-Wigner 
form. We stress that the functions ' <.'; and •> 'J depend on J 
To describe the neutron strength functions one usually uses an 
expression of the type (5) with the values / and J independent 
of ' 

The functions J.-(, / calculated according to (5) with 
,'_., =0.2 KeV for the 752 I and 501 j states in ti are repre

sented m fig.1 as curves. It is peer, from fig.1 that the gene-
ral lire: t-Wigner form J)„ (', ) is strongly distorted due to the 
dependence of ' and > on p . The function Opl1?) is 
similar with (С г) in all its properties slightly smoothing out 
fluctuation. It is seen from fig.1 tnat On(l') exhausts the 
strength of single-particle state up to the energy 5,6 MeV a 
little more than {^-P) . Comparing the behaviours of JJtJ and 
( C\) one can make the following conclusion. In the stuuy of 
fragmentation of single-particle states in cdd-A deformed nuclei 
the corresponding calculations can be performed by C5). 

5. The obtained results for the single-particle state frag
mentation made it possible to formulate a fundamentally new 
semimicroscopic method if calculation of the neutron strength 
functions. iiie neutron strength function is defined ав: 

to 



- : "VDT ' ( G ) 

where ',- is the reduced neutron width, U is the spacing 
between the levels with given I . Using the wave functions 
of neutron resonances we get the following expression for the 
S -wave strenbth function for a deformed-nucleus 

where Л I is the energy interval inside which a summation of 
('.. ovsr the excited states is performed; ii-к is the Bogolu-

bov canonical transformation coefficiert calculated with the cor
relation function and the chemical potential for the ground 
state of the target-nucleus; a summation over /-1 is performed 

w TT + /8/ 
over the single-particle states with Л =1/2 . According to , 
the single-particle wave function 't',-. is represented as an ex
pansion in the spherical basis 

% - Z tC, t<. U-l ' ̂ - *•; (8) 

In the rase when one single-quasiparticle state gives the main 
contribution into the strength function, the function .\ has a 
more simple form 

The expression for the p-wave strength function consists 
of three terms 
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where the first term is relative to the ' *- !^ states . 

the second one describes the contribution of the corresponding 

rotational components for which I K :i X*. AL , and the third 

terra gives the contribution from the К =3/2~ states. They are 

Г , N /i',4.-i) , ,, „ j 

^ 

л t: l l i v j 

и с ;.<v/ 

Л '- • ; < v ) 

/\ 

A 

; < : , . / 

i 

where 

(и) 

(12) 

a (13) 'i 'C'/i.tw 

Л •': •''••: V • ! -: 

describee the К =1/2 states, /I describes the 
s "3/2 -statea. If the main contribution comes from the single 

states then the expreeaiona (11),(12) and (13) can be written in 
the form (9). 

In the case of spherical nuclei the S - and f> -wave atrength 
functions (on the even-even targeta) have a more simple form, 
namely: 

A E ( kt>) 
A ' U 

rf(kiv) 
^, A V yt^jrj+i^z^f}, 

(14) 

(15) 

•vhei'4 j 0 -- S.,_, , JL - /^ ^ = f%i 

6o Now we g ive the c a l c u l a t i o n i -esul t s of the S - and /Ь-

vjave s t r e n g t h func t ions i n defoi-med and s p h e r i c a l n u c l e i . 
/1 3/ 

In ref. the S- end j> -wave atrength functions at the гм , /<5„ 
energies near o„ in «^ and *r. were calculated. The expe
rimental data and the calculation results performed by formula 
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(9) are represented in the Table.It 1з seen from the Table that 
the calculated strength function b 0 for 1С is in good agree-
ment with experiment. The main contribution in o e comes from 
the fragmentation of the 6001 and 880*states, a noticeable con
tribution is given by the 611+ atate. If the single-particle state 
fragmentation is calculated oy (5) then we obtain b c «1.9.10 , 
i.e. ,we obtain somewhat larger value for the s -wave strength 
function. 

The situation of the o 0 calculations in гг. is more com
plicated and interebting. In the single-particle wave functions, 

/s/ 
in ref. , there is no contribution from the 4 &^ subshell 
which is In the continuous spectrum. Therefore, the related cal-

C<^ -4 
culations yield o o «0.05 . 10 . The main contribution comep 
from the fragmentation of the 400+ state which is weakened due 
to the factor ^ «0.02,, Employing the single-particle wave 
functions in which the contribution of the 4 ^ subshell is 
taken into account, then we get 5 " 1«10 which is in ag
reement with experiment. The main contribution comes from the 
fragmentation of the 640fstate. 

a calculations with two sets of the single-particle 
wave functions are of great methodic interest. Inclusion 
of the 4 Sj, subshell which seems to be a transition from tl'.a 
ninimua to the maximum of the strength function, results in a 
20 times increase of S 0 . 

The calculation of the p-wave (strength function in H- has 
been performed for two sets of the single- particle wave function 
which inolude or do not include/ the contribution of the 
4 ^ and УД, subehells. The calculations with the wave func

tion» containing the 4k and 4д aubehells give the value 
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)̂ =2.7 . 10 , rfhich is in agreement with experiment. The 
values of three terms in (10) are the following: § (ii"'A) - O.S 10* 

The calculated values of the p-irave strength functions in 
;6S г"т are also in a sufficiently good agreement witn experiment 
The valueS = /.? /(/includes \{yL~''Л - 0.2-\Q , S i ( % " V = 3 2 /О"' , 
and jj (% ~^-0 = <2<5 •/O . The largest contribution comes from 
the fragmentation of the 50H state. 

Thus, the results of semi-microscopic calculations of the 
•ч ~ and /> -wave neutron strength functions in U- and in 

cV. give a good description of the experimental data' ''. 
The results of calculations of o 0

 a n ^ 0L depend on the averag
ing interval Д £ .An essential expansion of Л Е results in 
an increase of 0 o and 5 A by a factor up to 1.5-2.0. 

T a b l e I. 
The neutron strength functions 

Compound 
nucleus 

3 0 10' Г J1 10* 
Experiment Calculations Experiment Calculate 

239ц 
169 
123 

Er 
Sn 

121 Sn 
119 
1174 

Sn 

1.05+0.1 1.2 

1.5+0.3 1 

0.4+0.25 0.1 

0.09+0.05 ' 0.1 

0.35+0.20 0.2 

0.37+0.15 0.3 

2.2+0.6 
0.7+0.2 

3.7+1.8 
4.5 
1.4 

2.7 
1.2 
5 
7 
6 
5 

The study of single-particle state fragmentation in spheri
cal nuclei and the calculations of the neutron strength functions 
in the range of their minima are of great interest, in ref /18/ 
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the preliminary results of calculation of the s -wave strength 
functions for the C3n isotopes are given. The calculations of 
fragmentation of the 3 5^ : 3 t> and ЗА subshells are per
formed by the formula of the type (5). It is seen from the 
Table that in the framework of semi-microscopic method one has 
obtained a satisfactory description of neutron strength furctions 
in 4r, isot opes. The calculations for several spherical and 
deformed nuclei are in progress. 

In conclusion we are grateful to N.N .Bogolubov, 
F.A.Gareev, D.Dambasuren, G.Ochirbat, Ch.Stoyanov and A.I.Vdovin 
for the help and useful discussions. 
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Соловьев В.Г. [; j . Ни.(7 

Фрагментация одночастичных состояний и нейтронные силовые 
функции 

В рамках модели, основанной на взаимодействии квазичастиц 
с фононами, изучена фрагментация одночастичных состояний в нечетных 
деформированных ядрах. Предложен принципиально н<_вый полумикроско
пический метод расчета силовых функций, используюшип данные по 
фрагментации одночастичных состояний. Рассчитанные s— я р -волновые 
нейтронные силовые функции в 3 9 U и l 6 9 E r находятся в хорошем 
согласии с опытом. Получено правильное описание s -волновой нейтрон
ной силовой функции в районе ее минимума, в частности для изотоповSn. 

Работе-выполнена в Лаборатории теоретической; iflirra 11 ь~ it СУЫВП. 
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Neutron Strength Functions 
The fragmentation of single-particle states in odd-A 

deformed nuclei is studied in the framework of the quasi-
particle-phonon interaction model. A fundamentally new 
semi-microscopic method of calculating the strength 
functions which is based on single-particle fragmentation 
is suggested. The values for thes -and p-wave neutron 
strength functions for 2:!9LI and l69Er are obtained which are 
in good agreement with experiment. A description of the 
-wave neutron strength function in the range of its mo 

minumum, in particular for isotopes of Sn , is obtained. 
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